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Abstract
Sport coaches struggle to integrate reflective practice. To reflect,
coaches can choose from multiple tools: concept maps, reflective journals,
or reflective cards (r-cards) to name a few. One persisting challenge is for
coaches to allocate time to reflect. R-cards present an interesting avenue for
coaches because they require little time. Nonetheless, few empirical studies
have documented the use of r-cards. The purpose of this study was to
document the experience of a high-performance Canadian football coach’s
use of r-cards. The authors conducted an intrinsic case study of the first
author’s – a Canadian football assistant coach – use of r-cards. Data
collection included 52 r-cards from post-practice (n=46) and postcompetition (n=8) reflections that were analysed using a conventional
content analysis. The findings detail three aspects of the coach’s use of rcards. The first section describes the development and adaptation of the rcards to the coach’s practice. Second, the authors describe one postpractice and post-competition example and provide an overview of the
coach’s use of each section of the r-cards. Finally, the coach presents his
reflections on the challenges and benefits of using r-cards as a highperformance coach. The coach saw several benefits to the use of r-cards
even though it was challenging at times due to redundancy and
prioritization.
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Introduction
Engaging in continuous learning is important for achieving
professional success. Schön (1983, 1987) proposed that reflective practice,
the ability of practitioners to continuously learn from previous actions, is
crucial for ensuring continuous learning. Although researchers across
numerous fields of study suggest that reflective practice is an effective
development strategy, there is a lack of empirical studies on its
implementation (Saury & Durand, 1998). Specific to sport coaching, the
growing number of calls advocating for the integration and importance of
reflective practice for developing coaches (Gallimore, Gilbert, & Nater,
2014; Irwin, Hanton, & Kerwin, 2004; Knowles, Gatz, & Gilbourne, 2012)
contrasts with the limited reports on how coaches actually engage in it.
Nevertheless, Knowles, Gilbourne, Cropley, and Dudgill (2014) proposed
that the process of becoming a successful sport coach depends on the ability
to become a reflective practitioner.
Coaches must develop reflective skills (Cushion & Nelson, 2013)
because they help, among other things, to shape intrapersonal knowledge;
the ability to understand yourself as a coach while improving upon your
coaching skill (Gilbert & Côté, 2013). For Gallimore et al. (2014), reflection
is “the pondering, reviewing and questioning of their experiences that
prompts individuals to adapt and change their behaviours in subsequent
action” (p. 269). This definition is important to remember because it helps
to differentiate between thinking, ruminating, and reflecting about an
experience (Werthner & Trudel, 2009). It also suggests that “competent
practitioners will not limit their effort to a trial and error approach but will
enter into a reflective process” (Gilbert & Trudel, 2006, p. 115) that will
connect all aspects of their profession. In other words, “it would be wrong to
assume that simple exposure to a professional experience will bring about
learning” (Miles, 2011, p. 110).
Using Schön’s conceptual framework (1983, 1987) to conduct
studies in sport coaching, Gilbert and Trudel (2001, 2004, 2005, & 2006)
identified three types of reflection: reflection-in-action, reflection-on-action,
and retrospective reflection-on-action. Reflection-in-action is to transform
observations into actions while performing an activity. Schön (1983)
explained that, in some circumstances, reflection-in-action might have some
limits because it can paralyze practitioners and hinder the quality of
behaviours in the moment. Nonetheless, reflection-in-action can help
coach’s process information and improve their behaviours in real-time
(Whitehead et al., 2016). By contrast, reflection-on-action is when reflection
occurs following professional activities. The timing of this approach’s
application is helpful because practitioners can examine more areas of their
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practice (Schön, 1983). For instance, Irwin et al. (2004) showed that
reflection-in-action is a valued source of learning by individual coaches
after discussions with coaching colleagues. Taylor, Werthner, Culver, and
Callary (2015) also showed that the utilization of both reflection-in-action
and reflection-on-action lent parasport coaches a sense of clarity in their
thought process. Lastly, a coach may engage in retrospective reflection-onaction at a point in time when they are not able to influence the events any
longer. Although this approach may be helpful for future seasons, this
technique does not improve current coaching practice.
Reflection-on-action is particularly important for coaches since it
enables improvements from one training or competition session to the next.
Reflection-on-action can help coaches deal with emotions and bridge the
gap between their practice and coaching knowledge (Knowles, Tyler,
Gilbourne, & Eubank, 2006). It can support a coach’s decision-making
processes when faced with having to make difficult decisions (Roberts &
Faull, 2013). Reflection-on-action can also help coaches with understanding
interactions with players, coaching identity, as well as critically reviewing
events from the previous day (Peel, Cropley, Hanton, & Fleming, 2013).
Considering this, it becomes relevant to have a look at the various
reflective tools available for coaches to engage in reflection-on-action.
Authors have suggested many tools, such as concept maps, reflective
journals, and reflective cards (r-cards; Gilbert & Côté, 2013; Telfer &
Knowles, 2009; Rodrigue et al., 2016). Although Gilbert & Côté (2013)
suggested that concept maps were a valuable tool for assessing a coach’s
knowledge, concept mapping can be useful to reflect as well. Rodrigue, He,
and Trudel (2016) explained that concept mapping helps sport coaches
manage their knowledge as it forces them to represent and negotiate the
meaning of concepts. Concept mapping is a structured top-down approach
that examines the unique relationships between concepts relevant to a
specific subject (Eppler, 2006). However, concept mapping may present
some challenges when aiming to reflect on action. Concept mapping must
be learned and practiced in order to be effective and efficient. Its power may
depend on the introduction by a facilitator or the investment of a significant
amount of time. This seems to make it a tool suited for retrospective
reflection-on-action rather than reflection-on-action.
The handiness of a reflective journal makes it an effective and
favoured tool for reflective practice (Telfer & Knowles, 2009). Reflective
journals usually contain a set of open-ended questions that guide the coach’s
reflective process (Koh, Mallett, Camiré, & Wang, 2015). Although it can
be useful for reflection-on-action, its appeal and effectiveness are
questionable. Coaches struggle to continue to reflect on their practice
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through a reflective journal because of a lack of time (Knowles et al., 2006).
Knowles and colleagues (2016) reported that some had to modify their
reflective strategy to continue its use. A reflective journal may also become
monotonous for a more experienced professional (Knowles et al., 2012).
Nonetheless, Kuklick, Gearity, & Thompson (2015) showed that an online
reflective journal helped to improve the efficacy of reflective practice in a
coach education program.
These reflective tools have apparent benefits, but coaches perceive
their use as time consuming and boring at times. In fact, Burt and Morgan
(2014) identified 99 examples of barriers to reflective practice that they
grouped into one of four different categories: workload, incentives,
enforcement, and support. The workload category reinforced the concerns
about the time available for reflective practice. Reflecting remained of
secondary importance for many coaches because it competes with time
needed to complete other important work (Knowles et al., 2006; Rynne &
Mallett, 2012). Interestingly, Hall and Gray (2016) conducted an action
research on reflective practice and explained that it should be concise (less
than half an hour), specific (limited and focused objectives), and deep (ask
hard questions).
Reflective Cards
R-cards may present interesting benefits to sport coaches. This tool
consumes little time while providing enough structure to generate effective
reflections (Ghaye, 2009). Two empirical studies have examined the
implementation of r-cards with three equine coaches (Hughes et al., 2009;
Winfield et al., 2013). Hughes and colleagues (2009) showed that coaches
struggled to use r-cards at first, but they appreciated them more as they were
exposed to them more often. The r-cards made coaches more aware of their
reflective processes while focusing their reflections on coaching
competencies, and also helped coaches develop critical thinking skills.
Winfield and colleagues (2013) explained that r-cards counteract the
isolation that coaches can experience as the leaders of a club. Coaches in
this position rarely receive feedback, whereas such needed feedback can be
generated from use of r-cards. Recently, Koh, Chew, Kokkonen, and Chew
(2017) also studied the use of r-cards by one head coach and 12 players of
an elite youth basketball team. Participants perceived the use of r-cards as
valuable because it helped them identify weaknesses and recognize effort
levels. Nonetheless, participants considered some reflective questions as
being detrimental to the value of r-cards because they did not see the
relevance for their work.
In their study, Winfield and colleagues (2013) incorporated the
reflective cycle developed by Gibbs (1988) to the r-card model used by
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Hughes et al. (2009) to create their own effective reflective card design. The
six stages of reflective process established by Gibbs is as follows:
1. Description: what happened?
2. Feelings: what were your reactions and feelings?
3. Evaluation: what was good or bad about the experience?
4. Analysis: what sense can you make of the situation?
5. Conclusions: what can be concluded from the experiences and the
analyses you have undertaken?
6. Personal action plan: what are you going to do differently in this type
of situation next time?
Gibbs (1988) created these six stages to facilitate the start of the
reflective process and increase the likelihood that it produces something
valuable for the learner. In addition, the order of steps is necessary because
it prevents learners from taking premature decisions to make changes
without going through the entire reflective process. This sequence also helps
practitioners who lived a powerful experience to analyse it thoroughly rather
than remembering it emotionally only and never discussing its implications.
Lastly, learners that do not follow the sequence by writing about their
feelings in the part may impede the value of their reflections in the later
steps.
The use of such a reflective process is consistent with many
recommendations. For example, Miles (2011) suggested that individuals
should make reflections a directed task by grouping reflections in specific
categories such as technical, scientific, pedagogical, personal, and
interpersonal. To use Gibbs’ (1988) six-stage cycle accomplishes that goal
and organises the reflective process effectively (Knowles & Telfer, 2009;
Whitehead et al., 2016). Some authors underlined that reflections must be
contextualized and must include emotions in the process (Dixon, Lee, &
Ghaye, 2013; Knowles & Telfer, 2009). Gallimore and colleagues (2014)
highlighted important features of effective reflective practice that are
similar: (a) defining important instructional problems specific to the context,
(b) preparing and implementing detailed instructional plans, (c) utilizing
evidence to drive reflections, and (d) persistent work towards detectable
improvements.
Considering that r-cards have the potential to overcome the barrier of
time and provide enough structure for effective reflection-on-action, the
purpose of this study was to document the experiences of a highperformance Canadian football coach who used r-cards during one
competitive season.
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Methods and Materials
The first author – Coach Frank – was a high-performance Canadian
football coach who planned to use r-cards while coaching during the 2016
season. Therefore, we decided to conduct an intrinsic case study. Intrinsic
case studies are useful when “the researcher wants better understanding of
this particular case” and when “the case itself is of interest” (Stake, 2000, p.
437).
Participant
At the time of the study, the first author was a doctoral student
interested in coach development research (e.g., Rodrigue, He, & Trudel,
2016). He was also an Assistant Coach (nicknamed Coach Frank) with a
university football team, the highest level of amateur football in Canada.
Although this was his first year as a high-performance coach, he previously
coached for three years at the developmental level in different coaching
roles.
Data Collection
During a complete season (mid-August to the end of October),
Coach Frank completed 52 r-cards; one after every practice (n = 46) and
match (n = 8). At the end of each practice or match, the coach followed this
procedure:
Coach Frank debriefed the session with his players for two to three
minutes on the field. Then he walked back to the assistant coaches’ office
and immediately accessed his r-card booklet located in his private locker.
He sat down and set a timer for three minutes and completed each section of
the r-card. Ideally, it would end with the identification of one action that
could lead to an improvement for the next session. He put back his r-card
booklet and proceeded to the assistant head coach’s office where he joined
the other coaches to prepare the next course of action for that day.
Data Analysis
For this study, the authors conducted a conventional content analysis
as it is effective for studies with aims that focus on describing a
phenomenon while using open-ended questions (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
The conventional content analysis was conducted using a seven-step
process: (a) the researcher immersed himself in the data by reading the raw
data numerous times; (b) r-cards were read section by section to capture key
words and create initial codes; (c) the author then annotated the document to
capture initial thoughts; (d) initial codes were organized into meaningful
clusters specific to each section of the r-card model; (e) these clusters were
then combined in section bound subcategories; (f) the author then used these
subcategories to define categories for each section; and finally (g) the
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researchers worked to identify relationships between different categories
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
Results and Discussion
The results and the discussion sections are combined to present and
organize the data in the most practical and trustworthy manner for sport
coaches and researchers. We present the findings through a first-person
perspective for two main reasons. We wanted to present the findings in a
manner relatable to coaches. We also believed this approach would be more
authentic since the first author was the participating coach in this study.
The results have been divided into three sections to clearly delineate
the outcomes of this case study. The first section describes the coach’s
process for developing and adapting r-cards to his coaching context.
Second, we summarize the coach’s use of r-cards. The last section details
the coach’s reflection on the benefits and challenges of using r-cards.
Development and Adaptation of the Reflective Cards
To begin with, I reviewed recent publications to explore the various
styles of r-cards. The inspiration for my r-card model came from three main
sources: (a) Hughes and colleagues (2009) who invited equine coaches to
reflect using an R-Learning Record Sheet, (b) Winfield and colleagues
(2013) who created Reflective Practice Sheets to support the development of
three equine coaches, and (c) R-card examples from a presentation by
Trudel and Gilbert (2014). I used the model presented by Winfield and
colleagues (2013) as a preliminary model, which I then modified based on
my coaching needs and preferences. I wanted a reflective process that would
take less than three minutes. A short reflective process would insure my
commitment. Finally, I carefully designed each section of my r-card (see
Figure 1 and 2).
My r-card model was composed of three main sections split in eight
fields: a Performance section with fields evaluating Players Performance
and Coaching Performance, a Reflection section with fields related to
Feelings, Evaluation, Analysis, and Technical/Tactical reflections, and a
Generation section composed of a Conclusion field and an Action Plan
field.
To get this final version, I first created the Players Performance field to
monitor my players’ progress and the influence of my coaching on their
performance. In this field, I inserted four key performance factors that were
effort, execution, tackling, and pass defense. I chose these factors through a
combination of coaching experience, analyses of professional football, and
coaching research.
Second, I listed coaching competencies used by a previous study in the
Coaching Performance field to initiate the reflective process: Judgement,
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Decision-Making, Communication, Observation, and Teamwork (Hughes et
al., 2009). However, I realized that Decision-Making was not directly
relevant to my coaching role and therefore this was removed. Part-time
assistant coaches in Canadian university football typically do not have
authority to make tactical or strategic decisions. Although not often, in some
instances assistant coaches are invited to make recommendations, but final
decisions are always left to superiors.
Third, I decided, based on examples suggested by Trudel and Gilbert
(2014), to use an evaluation scale ranging from 1 (mediocre) to 5 (excellent)
to write my perceptions of the Players and Coaching Performances. By
taking this approach, I viewed this as an efficient way to initiate the
reflective process and deliberately orient it towards aspects that would be
meaningful to me.
Fourth, I continued the creation of my r-card by adding six
qualitative fields based on the work of Winfield and colleagues (2013). I
found it essential to add a technical/tactical field because my primary
coaching mandate was to enhance the technical proficiency of my players
and to ensure that they understood their tactical responsibilities. In my view,
the Feelings, Evaluation, Analysis, and Technical/Tactical field created a
Reflection section that would lead me to reflect on my coaching. The
Conclusion and Action Plan fields formed a Generation section that would
lead me to suggest concrete practical changes to my practice.
Finally, I presented my preliminary r-card model to the second
author and we reviewed it together. My overall goal during this process was
to confirm that my r-card model remained consistent with the principles of
the three main sources (Hughes et al., 2009; Trudel & Gilbert, 2014;
Winfield et al., 2013), and that it would be as effective as possible for my
coaching purpose. My discussion with the second author resulted in needing
to make minor modifications, which eventually led to the final model of rcards used throughout this study.
Usage of the Reflective Cards by Coach Frank
Practice. R-cards were helpful post-practice to delve deeply into the
significant events of that day’s session. R-card #21 is an example of this as I
initially identified overall player effort as a problem during the scrimmage,
which was then used to explore explanations for possible causes in the
Analysis field.
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Figure 1. Reflective card #21

This card shows that I identified multiple elements in my reflection.
For example, I identified two possible explanations for the lack of effort
coming from my players, two challenging technical and tactical aspects, and
two possible solutions for these issues. Identifying potential weaknesses and
recognizing effort level echo the findings of Koh and colleagues (2017). Rcard #21 may have given me the ability to identify action points that are
specific to initial problems in the Generation section. The following
statements demonstrate that:
- Doing the consolidation stage with blockers for tackling
- Emphasizing sprinting to the ball in helmet tempo
- Give less repetitions to players
- Improve their stamina
In implementing these solutions, I identified action points such as running
the next progression of a drill for a technique (e.g. tackling), focusing
feedback on player effort, changing personnel management strategy, and/or
training another aspect of player fitness. Overall, this card shows that I
initially critiqued player performance to then identify four different
solutions. Without this reflective process it is likely that I would have
ignored some of the causes and/or solutions.
Game. The analyses of the eight r-cards completed after
competitions show that I used this process to critique my in-competition
coaching behaviours and to identify areas of improvement for the upcoming
week of practice. For example, I mentioned the need to improve the
execution of a tactic and my observational skills in r-card #30.
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Figure 2. Reflective card #30

This post-competition reflection shows that I identified player
performance as excellent for tackling and good for execution. However, I
assessed the players’ tactical execution more positively in the Analysis field.
I also contradicted myself when I evaluated my observation as good,
whereas stressing the need to improve it in the action plan section. This
reflection shows a tendency to point out challenging areas and later link
them to potential solutions. For example:
- The alignments and +1 were challenged
- The game preparation was great but I should be more aware of the
mistakes of assignments in real time
In the Conclusion field, I mentioned my intent to work on a specific tactic
during individual development periods. I also noted the need to improve my
in-game awareness of player execution in the action plan section.
Differences between Coaching Performance and Action Plan fields show a
progression in my reflection with respect to my observational skills. This
post-competition reflection helped me identify weaknesses even though the
result first appeared positive. Perhaps these outcomes suggest that a quick
reflection via r-card use can answer the need for deep reflections (Hall &
Gray, 2016).
Summary. Overall results are now presented for the three sections of
my r-card. First, I display a summary statement for each section. Following,
I detail the general idea that emerged from the content analysis of each field.
Quotes accompany these explanations to provide readers with a clear
illustration of the content’s meaning.
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Performance section. The aim of the Player Performance field was
to help me track players during each session as well as throughout the
season. Generally, my assessment of player performance showed execution
as the lowest rated key performance factor, whereas effort, tackling, and
pass defense were consistently rated between three and four (see Table 1).
For example, one time I initially considered execution as the lower scoring
category of player performance. In later fields, I focused on the players’
ability to react to a specific situation. “It seemed like they had issues with
counter flow runs” (Card #49). This shows that I expanded my reflections
from the initial process that took place in the player performance section
when I made it more specific later on.
Table 1
Cumulative frequency of the evaluation marks according to each performance factor
Field

Factor

Effort/+Energy
Execution
Players
Tackling
Performance
Pass Defense

Coaching
Performance

Observation
Communication
Judgement
Teamwork

Mediocre
1
2
2

Correct
8
9
2

2
0
1
1
0

9
10
10
4
6

Good Very Good Excellent
16
23
4
27
14
0
23
22
3
16
20
14
24
11

23
20
20
22
25

2
2
7
1
10

The Coaching Performance field focused on the self-evaluation of my
performance of the coaching competencies. Overall, I identified teamwork as
the top performance area, whereas observation and judgement were most often
rated as very good. Communication was inconsistently rated from passable to
excellent (see Table 1). This initial reflection often set the focus for the
Reflection and Generation section. For instance, I could evaluate my
communication as passable and then identify an action point specific to that in
the last section. “I will try to communicate better with my LBs as what we
expect” (Card #10). This statement shows the completion of the cycle initiated
in the Coaching Performance field since it ended with a hint to the need to
improve my communication of expectations.
Reflection section. My reflections often began in the Feelings field with
a general look at a training session and then transitioned to a description of the
players’ condition for a given day, “I felt good about the session, but I feel like
the players could have played better and I felt that we were tired.” Answers
were occasionally random as shown by this example directed at technical and
tactical components, “I really [think] we are making strides in terms of
tracking and tackling but we have to make improvements” (Card #10). On other
occasions, I went straight to a positive evaluation of the session, “I felt good
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and I was in control the whole time. I was able to provide teachable
moments to the players” (Card #17). Overall, this section helped to unload
my initial and superficial thoughts while opening the way for deeper and
more meaningful reflections. For example, I answered the following on rcard #5, “I felt the practice was good, but the players should have been
better at knowing their plays.”
The goal of the Evaluation field was to judge the quality of the
players’ performance or my own performance. I often used this section to
critique specific performance areas as represented by this summary
statement, “I think the players played well versus the pass but had issues
with finishing their assignments and were inconsistent at tackling.” I also
showed appreciation for good player performance several times in this
section. This quote from card #44 shows an example of praise, “The players
did fairly well for a Tuesday practice even though they need to be more
consistent in their block shedding.” This highlights a general trend to have
the second part of my statement target the players’ inability to finish plays
or struggle with tackling. On card #49, I wrote: “I think the players were
sound in their assignments but that they have to get better at finishing
plays.” On card #45, I stated that “The players did well in terms of
execution, but they are still inconsistent on tackles.”
Building on statements made in the previous field, I used the
Analysis to hypothesize what might have been causing player underperformance. The analysis shows that searching for the causes of the
struggles was a process full of uncertainties. “I think we got those results
because we might be overthinking, we might be too comfortable, we might
do this wrong, or we might have inconsistent focus.” Performing this
analysis did not always lead to the identification of the root cause behind
poor performances. “Alignment was poor, and some tensions arose. A lot of
players wanted to talk and know their roles” (Card #25). At other times, this
step seems to have raised questions. “Maybe the players were not rested.
Maybe the players were overthinking” (Card #21). Overall, the statements
in this section underlined my uncertainties while often remaining general to
a point where I do not answer the reflective question.
The Technical/Tactical field frequently contained reflections on
sport-specific components related to the statements made in Evaluation and
Analysis. I often used Canadian football terms to point out the problematic
area. The following summary statement expresses this: “I think this specific
technical aspect was challenged today: reading the passing concepts, the
players’ mindset, or the tackling footwork.” Sometimes, the statements
covered a technique superficially. For example, I stated on card #12 that “I
think block destruction and playing the ball is a challenge right now.”
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However, I pinpointed some technical or tactical issues on other cards. “I
feel knowing their spacing or drops were a challenge and also their ability
to identify their tackling situation” (Card #17). I mostly focused on the
technical and tactical challenges faced by the players, which matches the
original intent of adding this section to the original design.
Generation section. Three types of solutions emerged from the
Conclusion field. First, I often focused on the selection of upcoming training
activities or the modification of typical training activities. For instance, I
suggested a tiny tweak to a regular drill on card #12. “Insert more shield
and forearm bags into the flow reads drills.” Second, I often considered the
option of modifying the meetings’ format or creating other resources for the
players. The summative idea goes as follow: “I could make them do this in
the meeting or I could organize a video edit for them.” Finally, reflections
occasionally targeted the instructional component of my coaching
performance. For instance, when I noticed in the early sections of r-card #21
that the players’ energy and effort levels were not up to par, I decided to
change the emphasis of the feedback I would give to the players in the
upcoming sessions.
The Action Plan field of the r-cards was designed to help me target
one concrete action that I could perform in the next session. Often written as
an assertive statement, the summative idea goes as follows: “I will make
sure to interact better with the players and I should review my preparation
and the instructions before the drills and periods.” I often made an “I will”
statement to identify the behaviour to start or change. For example, this
statement was written on card #19: “I will make sure I teach players about
the proper fits and that I emphasize block destruction.” I also made regular
statements about the behaviours or elements that went well during that
practice. “The leadership group meetings are so valuable, it really helps the
group be proactive” (Card #37). Finally, answers in this section also
identified instructional behaviours that could be adopted or changed. “I
should use more visual demonstrations or live feedback.”
Reflections on the Use of Reflective Cards by the Coach
Once the competitive season ended, I completed a retrospective reflection
on the benefits and challenges of using r-cards. It was challenging to use the
r-cards at times because it felt redundant and unimportant when compared to
other coaching tasks (Knowles et al., 2006; Rynne & Mallett, 2012), such as
creating an edited video of the practice for meeting with the players.
Nonetheless, it seems that my coaching practice has benefited from using rcards on multiple fronts.
Adaptation. I felt that adapting the r-cards to my own practice and
purpose was a highly motivating part of using reflective practice. This
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process is insightful because I learned about other coaches’ improvement
strategies and I improved my understanding of the rationale behind
reflective practice. However, some coaches may find the adaptation tricky.
The scientific resources were quite accessible to me, but it may not be the
case for all coaches. Some coaches may also make modifications that will
be detrimental to the reflective process. For example, they may remove the
Feelings field because they underestimate the influence it has on their
coaching performance.
The process of adapting the r-cards is important for a coach to
integrate them into his or her practice. If the elaboration is not well done, it
will feel like added work. For instance, the insertion of my own key
performance factors and the addition of a technical/tactical section increased
the likelihood of continuously using the tool as I noticed an impact on my
daily coaching practice. It answers the call for contextualized reflection
(Dixon et al., 2013). The tool also becomes personal, which may favour a
more authentic reflective process.
Challenges. I did find it challenging to use the r-cards regularly. In
fact, the data shows that there was a lack of coherence from one card to the
next, and a lack of perceived value in completing the process at times. For
instance, I wrote “Forgot” on card #13 and that I did not want to reflect on
card #28. On occasions, my reflections were also vague and deficit-based. I
wrote on card #46 that “there was still some issues, the practice was ugly. It
may be good but will see on the weekend” in the Analysis field. Such a
statement neither helps to find the root causes nor improves player
performance. This reinforces perhaps the suggestion that reflective tools can
be overwhelming and that having a person to act as a sounding board might
be necessary (Gilbert & Trudel, 2013).
At times, I also experienced an internal conflict of wanting to jump
ahead to the Conclusion and Action Plan. I thought that I already knew the
causes of our struggles and had no need for the other sections. Nonetheless,
I never answered to that urge and always stuck to the proposed sequence.
After all, it directly meets one of the three reasons that justified the creation
of this sequence by Gibbs (1988), so that practitioners do not skip essential
part of the reflective process.
Benefits. The reflective process that was supported by the r-cards
acted as a catalyst for change and improvement in my coaching practice.
First, data shows that I reflected on my teaching of technical skills and
tactical concepts repeatedly. In the Technical/Tactical field, I often (a)
recalled effective teaching strategies, (b) generated novel explanation
strategies, or (c) critiqued strategies I used during that session. For instance,
I began to use on-field tutorial video and implemented pre-drill walk-
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throughs from reflections written in that section. Second, the use of r-cards
seemed to enhance my reactivity to player performance. Several excerpts
monitor the players’ energy levels, recognize the need to rest some players,
and subsequently determine the best course of action. Third, the reflective
process helped me make several sport-specific and precise observations. I
consistently identified weaknesses, such as the inability to bring their feet
under their tackles or to track the hips of opposing players. Fourth, the rcards helped me identify and repeat effective coaching behaviours. I was
able to associate some actions with an outcome and highlight positive events
that happened in that day’s session. Finally, many reflections discussed
relationships and the climate within the coaching staff. For instance, I wrote
this on Card #25: “Indies are great but I need to be better at guiding the
offensive coaches in scout (period).” I seemed to have reflected on my
interactions with the coaching staff frequently. This adds evidence to the
argument that r-cards are beneficial for beginner coaches (Hughes et al.,
2009). It also underlines the support provided by r-cards in the process of
becoming a better coach. The little time required for this learning situation
was key to insuring an effective use of reflective practice throughout the
season. Researchers should examine the possibility of coaches combining
the use of multiple reflective tools, since the length and space of r-cards may
limit the depth of some reflections.
It is somewhat naïve to think that coaches will become effective
reflective practitioners without instruction or facilitation (Miles, 2011).
Coaches find reflective practice useful when they are taught how to use it
(e.g., Roberts & Faull, 2013; Taylor et al., 2015), but coach education
programs still struggle to integrate reflective practice into their curriculum
(Callary, Culver, Werthner, & Bales, 2014; Lefebvre, Evans, Turnnidge,
Gainforth, & Côté, 2016; Milistetd, Trudel, Mesquita, & Nascimento,
2014). Coach education programs could integrate reflective practice
strategies into their curriculum and start by teaching how to adapt these
tools. This could increase the regular use of reflective practice since my
occasional lack of motivation adds another example of a coach who
struggled with the use of r-cards (Hughes et al., 2009; Winfield et al., 2013).
Perhaps, researchers should explore further the need for reflective practice
to be supported, facilitated, and periodically debriefed (Winfield et al.,
2013). Roberts and Faull (2013) demonstrated that facilitated reflective
practice could be mutually beneficial for a sports coach and a mental
performance coach. Future studies should perhaps include a periodical
debriefing with a reflective practice facilitator considering that some
reflections were vague, and that motivation was lacking. Nonetheless,
support could be detrimental as it could limit the coaches’ originality in
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their reflections and produce reflections that adhere to the norm (Cushion,
2018).
Although this r-card model generated benefits for my coaching
practice, I would modify it to improve its efficiency if I had to use r-cards
again (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Adapted r-card model designed by the coach after the study

The Performance section would remain the same considering that I
felt it was intrinsically related to my coaching purpose. Similar to designs
from previous studies (Hughes et al., 2009; Winfield et al., 2013), I would
insert a field designed to identify the focus of my reflection early in the
reflective process. The analysis showed that there was a lack of coherence
between the answers in the early and later fields. This would help to narrow
down the scope of my reflection and increase the likelihood of deeper
reflections. I would then refine and lighten the Reflection section by putting
only the reflective questions without a heading. This would simplify the
design and make the question the focus. Finally, I would combine the last
two sections since the analysis revealed that there were many duplications
between the Conclusion and Action Plan field.
Conclusion
This study demonstrated that the use of r-cards adapted to my
coaching context helped me to reflect effectively and consistently on my
coaching in practices and competitions. My reflections also produced
several benefits – (a) generating teaching strategies, (b) enhancing
reactivity, (c) increasing personnel awareness, (d) recognizing effective
behaviours, and (e) critiquing human interactions – and presented some
challenges – (a) lack of motivation, and (b) superficial reflections.
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To the best of our knowledge, this study contributes to the literature
because it is the first to present the use of r-cards by a coach in the highperformance coaching context. Another contribution for practitioners is in
the examples of their use in a practice and competition setting. It also is the
first to document the development and adaptation of r-cards by a coach to
his preferences and needs. By contextualizing the tool and making it handy,
it insures that the coach can reflect on his practice when he or she is
mentally prone to reflect and/or emotionally charged. This characteristic
seems conducive to recurrent use. Future studies should examine the process
and the effectiveness of adapting reflective cards, and other reflective tools.
The 46 post-practice reflections also showed that it helped the coach
generate multiple solutions to various coaching problems.
Nonetheless, practitioners and researchers must be sensitive to the
limitations of such a case study. This account only describes one coach’s
experience using r-cards. The findings come from a specific context (i.e.
Canadian university sport, high-performance, graduate student conducting
his dissertation). The coach was a graduate sports coaching student who had
pre-existing knowledge of reflective practice. These characteristics may
have enhanced the coach’s ability to benefit from r-cards and increased his
motivation to commit to reflective practice. Although this study described
an in-depth use of r-cards, it underlines the need for future studies to
continue the documentation of the implementation of reflective practice by
high-performance coaches. The adaptation of the r-cards by the coach
suggests that selecting and developing the tool is more important than
finding the best tool (Kovacs & Corrie, 2017).
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